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DESIGN NOTES

Convert Microwave Circuits Into Useful L-C Circuits
By Richard M. Kurzrok
Consultant
The conversion of microwave
circuits into useful L-C circuits is
achieved using pi- or tee-network
equivalents of transmission lines.
This facilitates miniaturization,
cost reduction, and sometimes provides supplementary filtering. This
note is a combination of tutorial
and historical information.

T

he classic microwave three
half wavelength hybrid ring
was converted into an L-C
version almost 40 years ago [1].
Subsequently, this design technique was applied to other
microwave circuits such as quadrature hybrids, quarter-wave coupled
band-reject filters, Wilkinson
dividers, and multi-quarter-wave
transformers. The advantage of
supplementary filtering was recognized many years after the original
paper.

Hybrid Ring
In 1962 [1], a lumped-circuit
equivalent of the microwave three
half wavelength hybrid ring was
designed, fabricated and tested.
The design center frequency was 6
MHz and the impedance level was
50 ohms. Center frequency isolation greater than 45 dB was
obtained. This is consistent with
inductor unloaded Qs slightly less
than 100. Inductor quality places
limits on the achievable hybrid
ring performance.
In 1965 [2], a lumped-circuit
equivalent of the microwave hybrid
ring was designed, fabricated, and
tested. This hybrid was used in a
VHF transistor power amplifier.
The design center frequency was

131.25 MHz and the impedance
level was 50 ohms. The hybrid had
to handle 10 watts of power and the
air core inductors used heavy buss
wire. The actual hybrid was a modified unit where the two grounded
parallel resonators were omitted.
In 1989 [3], a lumped-circuit
equivalent of the three half wavelength hybrid ring was designed for
MMIC applications at 7.95 GHz.
Some measurements were made
and the unloaded Q limitations of
printed circuit spiral inductors
were cited. With the advent of
MMICs and digital data processing
at microwave frequencies, important and useful technical information was presented.

Band-Reject Filter
In 1989 [4], the quarter-wave
coupled microwave band-reject filter was designed as an L-C circuit
using pi-section equivalents of the
quarter-wave connecting line. A
three resonator top-C coupled
band-reject filter was designed,
constructed and tested. The filter
had a center frequency of 60 MHz,
three dB bandwidth of 3 MHz, and
source/load impedances of 50 ohms.
Supplementary low pass filtering
was achieved between 99 and 240
MHz.
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Send your ideas to the Editorial
Director, e-mail: gary@highfrequencyelectronics.com or by
mail or fax to the Editorial &
Production Office address
shown on page 6.

Quadrature Hybrid
In 2001 [5], a quadrature hybrid
(also called branch line coupler)
was designed as an L-C circuit
using pi-section equivalents of
quarter-wave lines. The hybrid was
designed for a center frequency of
60 MHz and an impedance level of
50 ohms. Simulated hybrid perfor-
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mance prediction showed appreciable supplementary
low pass filtering above 90 MHz. This quadrature
hybrid used only two branch lines and is inherently
narrow band. Broader bandwidths can be obtained by
using more than two branch lines.

Wilkinson Power Divider
In 2002 [6], various Wilkinson power dividers were
designed, constructed and tested at frequencies near 1
GHz, with 50 ohms impedance levels. Quarter-wave
lines were replaced by their L-C pi equivalents.
Microstrip construction was employed using FR-4 substrates with dielectric constant of 4.3 and thickness of
1 millimeter. Supplementary low pass filtering has
been cited.

Multi-Quarter-Wave Transformer
In 2003, an L-C transformer was designed at 10
MHz [7] using the pi equivalents of a known transmission line transformer double-quarter-wave transformer [8]. L-C transformers obtained directly via network synthesis [9, 10] are viable alternative designs.
The distributed low pass filter prototype [11] could
also be a useful starting point for L-C transformer
design.

Summary
L-C equivalents of microwave circuits can be
achieved readily using the pi and tee equivalents of
transmission lines. This usually achieves significant
miniaturization at relatively low operating frequencies that would require a physically large microstrip
layout. By employing modern automated manufacturing using surface mount components, appreciable cost
savings also can be realized. The subject technique can
be helpful in ultimate integration of complex systems
and subsystems on a single semiconductor chip.
The L-C equivalents of TEM microwave circuits
have replaced the relatively non-dispersive microwave
circuits with L-C circuits that are inherently dispersive. This results in L-C circuits that can provide useful supplementary filtering. The computer-aided simulation of some of these circuits uses the classic method
of analysis [12] which employed even and odd modes to
characterize symmetrical four port circuits.
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